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MADA 2

This report paper documents the progress that has been made.

Development of project proposal
My original project proposal explore the concept of consumption and
utopia. This is still the general idea of my project. However now the
project more focuse on consumer waste. I changed to build up the
project based on consumer static. To aware how big the number is.

The Methodology of my project have been changed. In MADA 1, i
explore experimental video. But i changed to use animation. The
aniamtion is visually represented by mass consumer products. The
elemnts chose such as Electronic Battery, Bulb, Plastic Bags Plastaic
cup and Paper cup,Buger box,..etc. All of those are exsiting around
our life.

Progress
Conceptual Progress
Initially my project aim is to investigate substance desire affects in
consumer age. I researched the symbols of cunsumer age. However,
during the MADA 2, i decided to make the project based on stactic
and to focus on the idea of consumer waste. As MADA 1 i used most
of time to develop the idea of utopia and consumption.In this unit, i
began to make myself not only thinking about conceptual aspects of
my work, but looking at the method of developping idea from other
aritists .



Practical Progress
More experiments had been done in this Unit. Video experiment is
the way i chose to explore the project in MADA1. But after
researching, i decided to produce an animation. I used mass
consumer products to build an illusion place. Everything there is
made by huge of products. About the outcomes will still be a video
and a website. The different is the website will be the introduction
of my project.

Planning
I am goting to explore the movement of the screen and the editing
of the animation. Also i have to explore how to portray the human
beings in my project. After i did the sample of animation, two
problems i have to find solution. One is video quality has to be
improve.; Another thing is the flashing on the screen .

We had the pure data workshop in this unit. That is very interesting
area. However, i haven't found the connection between pura data
and my project. I am planning to practice pure data in the next unit.


